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Abst rac t - -Rob in - type  roblems are studied for thin elastic plates with transverse shear deforma- 
tion. These problems are reduced to analogous ones for the corresponding homogeneous equilibrium 
equation, whose solutions are then represented as single and double layer potentials. The unique 
solvability of the systems of boundary integral equations yielded by this procedure is discussed in 
Sobolev spaces. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical models of elastic plates have two key features: they reduce the problem from three 
to two dimensions, and concentrate he analysis on the phenomenon f bending. The theory of 
plates with transverse shear deformation offers more details about the behaviour of the physical 
object than Kirchhoff's classical one, but this is achieved at the expense of an increased egree 
of mathematical complexity. Since explicit solutions are very rarely obtained in this model, it is 
important to find some closed form representations forthem, which may be used in conjunction 
with computational algorithms. However, numerical approximations could be meaningless if the 
problem is not well posed. 
In what follows, we discuss the nature of the interior and exterior Robin problems, establishing 
the existence of unique distributional solutions that depend continuously on the data. We then 
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represent the solutions in terms of single layer and double layer potentials and reduce the problems 
to boundary integral equations, which are solved in Sobolev spaces by means of a special algebra 
of boundary operators. Weak solutions are useful because, unlike regular ones, they can also be 
constructed in domains with corners and cuts and for less smooth data. Also, Sobolev norms are 
a natural tool for deriving error estimates. 
The main results are contained in Theorems 3 and 4. 
2. PREREQUISITES 
Consider a thin elastic plate of thickness ho = const > 0, which occupies a region S x 
[-ho/2, ho/2] c ]~3, where S is a domain in R 2. Let v(x') = (vl(x'),v2(x'),v3(x')) T be the 
displacement vector at x' = (x, x3), where x = (xl,x2). In the transverse shear deformation 
model [1], it is assumed that vc~(x') = x3u,~(x), a = 1, 2, and v3(x') = u3(x). Then the vector 
field u = (~T, U3)T, where fi = (Ul, u2)n-, satisfies the equilibrium equation 
Au(x) = q(x), x e S, (1) 
here q is a combination of the forces and moments acting on the plate and its faces, 
-h2#A - h2(A + #)0 2 + # -h2(A -4- ~t)OiGq2 ~tG91 
A = -h2(A "4- ]~)0102 -h2/AA - h2(,~ -[- ~)022 -~- ]~ ~02 / ' 
-~01 -#02 -#A } 
0a = ~x~, a = 1, 2, A, and # are the Lam~ constants of the material satisfying A + # > 0 and 
# > 0, and h 2 = h~/12. 
Let OS be a simple closed C2-curve that divides R 2 into interior and exterior domains S + 
and S- ,  respectively. In the interior and exterior Robin problems (R+), we seek u E C2(S ±) (3 
C1(:~ ±) such that 
Au(z)=q(z),  xES  +, 
where q and g are prescribed functions, 
/h2(A q- 2p)u16ql q- h2]Atz202 
T = ~ h2Av201 + h2#v102 
\ #vl 
Tu(x) ± X(x)u(x) = g(x), x E OS, 
h2]~v201 q- h2/~v102 0 "~ 
h2#vl01 q- h2(A + 2#)v202 0 ) 
~V2 ~(b'l(~l Jr- /2202) 
(2) 
is the boundary differential operator of the normal moments and shear force, v = (Vl, V2) T is the 
outward unit normal to cos and X is a (3 x 3)-matrix function satisfying certain conditions to be 
specified below. 
In what follows, we work with real vector functions but, for simplicity, we use the same symbols 
for spaces, norms, and inner products as for scalar functions. For any domain S E R 2, we denote 
by [[. [[o;s and (.,.)o;s the norm and inner product in L2(S). When S = R 2, we write [[. [[0 
and (., ")0. 
Let Hm(]~2), m E R, be the standard real Sobolev space of three-component distributions 
u E 8'(R 2) with norm [[ull 2 = fR2(1 + 1~[)2mlfi(~)l 2 d~, where fi is the Fourier transform of u. 
Throughout what follows, we do not distinguish between equivalent norms, which are denoted by 
3 the same symbol; thus, the norm of u e HI(]~ 2) can be defined by HuH 2 = I[ullo 2 + Y~,=I ][Vu'llo 2" 
For any m e JR, the spaces Hm(R 2) and H_m(R 2) are dual with respect o the duality generated 
by (., ")0. 
Let L2(R 2) be the space consisting of all u = (fin-, u3)T with finite norm 
JR I (z)l  I1 11o,,  = (1 + I 1) (1 + ln2(1 + Izl)) 
[u3(x)[ 2 dx} 1/2. 
dx + jf~2 (1 + [xl) 4 (1 Jr- ln2(1 + Ixl)) 
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We also consider the bilinear form a(u, v) = 2 f~,, E(u, v)dz, where 
2E(u, v) = h2 Eo(u, v) + h2 #( O2Ul --F 01u2)(02vl -F 01v2) 
-F/z[(Ul -[- ÙlU3)(Vl H- 01v3) -F (u2 -F 02u3)(v2 H- oq2v3)], 
Eo(u , v) : (A -I- 2~t)(101UlC~lVl ~-02u202v2) -t- A(01UlC92v2 -t- 02u2CglY1). 
E(u, u) is the internal energy density of the plate. 
The space HI,~(R 2) consists of all u • S'(R 2) with finite norm defined by Ilu]121,~ --- Ilull02,~ + 
a(u, u). Let H_I,~(R 2) be the dual of HI,~(R 2) with respect o the duality generated by (., ")o- 
The norm in H_I,~(R 2) is denoted by I1' I1-1,~. 
O 
We introduce the subspace Hm(S +) of Hm(R2), m • R, which consists of all u such that 
supp u C S+. For any m • P~, Hm(S +) is the space of the restrictions from ~2 to S + of all 
U • Hm(][~2). Let 7r + be the operators of restriction from R2 to S ±, respectively. The norm 
of u E Hm(S +) is defined by I[ul]m;s+ = inf.eg,,,(~2):~+,=~ tl?3[Im • If m = 1, then the norms of 
u E H I (S  +) and u • HI (S +) are equivalent to 2 3 12 {Ibllo;s+ + E:{:, Is+ lW{(~) dx} '/2. Fo~ any 
O 
rn • R, Hm(8+), and H_m(S +) are dual with respect o the duality generated by (., ")0;s, • 
O 
Let H I ,~(S- )  be the subspace of HI,~(IR 2) consisting of all u such that suppu C S -  We 
denote by HI,,~(S-) the space of the restrictions from R 2 to S -  of all u • HI,~(R2). The norm 
of u • Hl,~o(S-) is defined by Ilull~,~;s- -- infv~th.~(e~):~-v=~ llVl]l,~. We can easily verify that 
this norm is equivalent to {llull0~,~;s _ + a_ (~, u)}~/2, where 
A 1~3(x)l~ 2 I~(x) 12 dx + 
II~llo,,.~;s- = - (1 + Ixl) e (1 + ln2(1 + Ixl)) - (1 + Ix]) 4 (1 + in2(1 -I- Ixl)) dx 
and a+(u,v) = 2fs± E(u,v)dx. It is easy to see that II • I I0,~;s- is fully compatible with the 
asymptotic lass .4 introduced in [1]. 
O 
The dual of HI,~(S-) with respect to the duality generated by (.,.)0;s- is denoted by 
O 
H_I,~(S-), and its norm by [l' II-l,~;s-. The dual of HI,~(S-) is H-I,~(S-), which can be 
identified with a subspace of H_I,~(R2). 
Let Hm(aS), m • R, be the standard Sobolev space of three-component distributions defined 
on OS, with norm [[. Hm;OS. For any m • R, Hm(OS), and H_,~(OS) are dual with respect o the 
duality generated by the inner product (., ")o;os in L2(OS). We denote by V + and ~-  the trace 
operators that map HI(S +) and HI,~(S-) continuously on to H1/2(0S). 
The variational problem (R +) consists in finding u • HI(S +) such that 
a+(u,v) + (xu, v)o;os = (q,v)o;s+ + (g,v)o~os, vv • H, (S+) (3) 
In the variational problem (R-),  we want to find u E HI,~(S-) such that 
a_(u,v) + (Xu, v)o;as = (q,v)o;s- - (g,v)o;os, Vv E HI,,~ (S-) .  (4) 
Let m x be the operator defined by m×f = xf. We assume that m x is continuous from 
H1/2(OS) to H_I/2(OS), and that there is Xo --- const > 0 such that (xf, f)o;os >_ Xo]lf]]2/2 
for all f E H1/2(OS). Obviously, any constant, positive definite (3 x 3)-matrix X satisfies these 
conditions. 
For simplicity in what follows, we denote by the same symbol c all positive constants occurring 
in various estimates, which are independent of the functions in these estimates. 
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THEOREM 1. 
u • HI(S+), which satisfies Ilulll;s+ -< c(llqll-1 + ligll-1/e;os). 
PROOF. Let u • HI(S+), and let 7+u = f • HI/2(OS ). In [2], it is shown that 
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o 
For any q • H_I(S +) and any g • H_1/2(0S), problem (3) has a unique solution 
a+(u, v) + (xu, v)o;os = (g, v)o;os, 
a_ (u, v) + (zu, v)o;os = - (g ,  v)o;os, 
Vv • HI (S+), (7) 
Vv • HI,w (S-) , (8) 
where the unknown functions u are sought in H1 (S +) and HI,w(S-), respectively. 
3. THE POINCARF~-STEKLOV OPERATORS 
Let f • H1/2(OS), u + • Hi(S+), and u- • HI,~(S-) be the (unique) s61utions of the interior 
and exterior Dirichlet problems 
a+(u +, v) = 0, 
a_(u - ,v )  = o, 
o 
Vv • H1 (S+), ")'+u + = f, 
o 
V~•HI ,~(S- ) ,  ~ ~ =f. 
Also, let ~ • H1/2(0S) be arbitrary, and let v + = l+# • HI(S +) and v- = l_~ • HI,~(S-), 
where l+ and l_ are extension operators mapping H1/2(OS) continuously to HI(S +) and 
HI,~(S-). We define the Poincar~-Steklov perators T + on H1/2(OS) by 
(7"+f, £0)0;0 s = a+ (u +, v +) -4- (Xf, ~)o;os, 
(T-s, ~)0,os = - [a_ (u-, v-) + (xs, ~)0;os] 
It is easy to show that definitions (9) and (10) are consistent. 
LEMMA 1. 'T =1= are homeomorphisms from H1/2(OS) to H-t/2(OS). 
PROOF. In the case of T +, we have 
 )o,os _<c (u+, + lln / ,osll ll / ,os] 
= IlcZlll/2;as] < c [~+ (u+,u +) Ilv+ll',;s+ + II$11,n;os = 
c 11~ll~/2;os. 
(9) 
(10) 
2 _ [ II/Ih/2~os]2 (s) rlulll;s+ c La+(u,u) + 
From (5) and the properties of X, it follows that 2 Ilull 1;s+ < c[a+ (u, '4 + Ilflll/=;os] < c[a+ (u, u) + 
(xf, f)o;os]. This means that the form a+(u, v)+(Xu, v)o;os is coercive on Hi(S+). The assertion 
of the theorem now follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma. 
o 
THEOREM 2. For any q e H- I ,~(S-)  and any g E H_1/2(0S), problem (4) has a unique solution 
u • HI,w(S-),  which satisfies Ilulll,.,;s- < c(llqlLt,~ + llgll-t/2;os). 
The proof of this assertion mirrors that of the preceding one, with the obvious changes and 
the use of the inequality [3] 
2 [a_(u,u)+[[f[[t/2;os ] (6) [[ulll,~;s- < c 2 .
Without loss of generality [4], in what follows, we consider (3) and (4) with q = 0, that is, 
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f 2 Hence, T+ f • H_,/~(OS) and HT+ fii2_l/2;os <_ c[a+(u+,u +) + H H1/2;os]. This and (9) imply 
that 
lIT+ fll2_l/2;os <_ c [ (T+ f,S)o;os + Ilfl121/2;os] 
(I17 + :ll_ .:.,os iisil./.;o  + iisii l/.,o  ) 
1 + 2 c 2 -117 + 11/ll~/2;os, <-2 
therefore, 11?-+/ll_~/2;as _< cll:lll/2;as, which proves the continuity of T +. 
On the other hand, by (5) and (9), 
2 cliu + 2 - [I,;s+ <-c[a+(u+'u+) +(Xf'f)°;°s] llfllll2;Os < 
= c (T  + f,  f)0;os -< c II fll-,/.;os Ilfll~12;os, 
or II:llll2;Os <- cllT+fll-,12;as; hence, the inverse (T+) - i  exists and is continuous. 
To prove that the range of T + coincides with H_112(0S), we take any g • H_ll2(OS ) and 
construct he solution u + • HI(S +) of (7). Let f = 7+u + • H1/2(OS). If ~ • HW2(OS), 
v + • Hi (S+),  and ~/+v + = ~o, then, by (7) and (9), (g,~)o;os = a+(u+,v +) + (Xf,~O)o;os = 
(T+f ,  ~)o;os', therefore, T+f  = g. This shows that T + is a homeomorphism from H1/~(i)S) to 
H_U(oqS ). The statement for T -  is proved similarly, by means of (6). 
4. THE S INGLE LAYER AND DOUBLE LAYER POTENTIALS  
Let D be the matrix of fundamental solutions for A constructed in [1]. We denote by 9 v the space 
of rigid displacements in R 2, which is spanned by (1 ,0 , -x l )  m, (0, 1 , -x2)  m, and (0,0, 1) T [1]. 
Since every z C 9 r is infinitely differentiable, for any subset B of ]R 2, we identify z]6 with z and 
the space of all these restrictions with ~'. Let {z(')}3= 1 be an L2(OS)-orthonormal basis for 5 r. 
We denote by ~1/2(0S) and TI_I/2(OS) the subspaces of HU2(OS ) and H-1/2(OS), respec- 
tively, which consist of all ~0 such that (~0, z(~))o;os = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
The single layer potential of density a E H_I/2(OS) is defined by 
(Ya)(x) = f D(x - y)a(y) dsy, x • R 2. 
Jo s 
If a • ~-1/2(0S), then Va • HI,~(IR2), ]lYalll,~ _< c11~]1_1/2;0s, and 
-7+Tr+Va = "),-Tr-Va = (Va)o. (11) 
In view of (11), we can define a boundary operator Vo on ~_1/2(0S) by setting Voa = (V~)o. This 
operator is continuous from TI_I/2(OS) to H1/2(aS). The jump formula for the normal boundary 
moments and shear force of the single layer potential has the form (T + - T -  - 2mx)Voa = a, 
a c ) t _~/2(OS) .  
We now define a modified single layer potential of density a • 7-l_1/2(0S) and its corresponding 
boundary operator by 
3 
(w) (z )  = - • R 
i=1 
3 
])oCe = VOOL -- E (Voc~,z( i) ) o;os Z(i). 
i=i 
We have 
{{w{{~,~ < clL~H-iz~;os, 
and ];o is a homeomorphism from T(_l/2(aS ) to ~1/2(aS). 
(12) 
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The double layer potential of density 15 E H1/2(0S) is defined by 
(W15)(x) = f (TyD(y - x)) T 15(y) dsy, x • S + U S-,  
Jo s 
where Ty is T acting with respect o y. This function satisfies 7r+W15 • Hi(S+), 7r-W15 • 
HI,~(S-) ,  and 117r+W15111;s+ + 117r-W15111,~;s- < c1115111/2;o8. The operators W ± of the limiting 
values on 0S of the double layer potential, defined by W±15 = 7±Tr+W15, are continuous from 
H1/2(0S) to H1/2(0S). The jump formulae for the double layer potential are W+15- W-f~ = -15 
and (T  + - rex)W+15 = (T-  + rex)W-15. 
We define a modified double layer potential of density 15 • 7-/1/2 (OS) and the operators W ± of 
its limiting values on OS by 
(w15)(x)- E (w+15,z('))o;os • • s+, 
i=1 
(we) (z )  = s 
Z =• s - ,  
i=1 
W±15 = ¢-r±W15. 
W ± are homeomorphisms from 7-ll/2(0S) to Tll/2(OS), r+W15 • Hi(S+),  7r-W15 • HI ,~(S-) ,  
and 
I1=+w15111;s+ I1=-w1511,, ;s- <- cl11511,/=;os. (13) 
5. THE SOLVABIL ITY  OF  THE BOUNDARY EQUATIONS 
We seek the solutions of (7) and (8) in the form 
u = 7r±Va + z, (14) 
where a • 7-l_1/2(0S) and z • 5 v are an unknown density and an unknown rigid displacement. 
This representation yields the systems of singular boundary integral equations 
T ± (V0ce + z) = g. (15) 
THEOREM 3. For every g • H_1/2(0S), systems (15) have unique solutions {a, z} • TI_I/2(OS) 
x ~'. In this case, (14) is the solution of (7) or (8). 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, equations (15) are equivalent to 
V0~ = (T ±)-1 g _ z. (16) 
We take z = )--~3=l((T±)-lg, z(i))o;osz(i) and note that the right-hand side in (16) belongs to 
7-[1/2(0S), therefore, (16) has a unique solution ~ • 7-I_W2(OS ). This proves the solvability 
of (15). 
If (15) has more than one solution, then there is a nonzero {a, z} • 7-l_1/2(0S) × ~ such that 
))o(~ = -z .  Since Voa and z lie in orthogonal subspaces of H1/2((9S), we conclude that z = 0 and 
Y0a = 0, which also implies that c~ = 0. 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from (12). 
We now seek the solutions of (7) and (8) in the form 
u = 7r±PY15 + z, (17) 
where 15 • 7-IW2(OS ) and z • ~" are an unknown density and an unknown rigid displacement. 
This representation leads to the systems of hypersingular boundary integral equations 
(w±15 + z) = g. (is) 
THEOREM 4. For every g • H_1/2(0S), systems (18) have unique solutions {15, z} • 7-ll/2(0S) 
× ~. In this case, (17) is the solution of (7) or (8). 
The proof is a repeat of that of Theorem 3, with the obvious changes and the use of (13). 
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